Based on Refs. 1 and 2, we study the couplings of the scalar bound state to the fermions and the weak bosons in walking gauge theories.
Introduction
Recently, a modest excess of events around the Higgs mass, m h ∼ 125 GeV, over the standard model (SM) background has been reported.
3 This Higgs mass is consistent with the precision measurements. 4 I would like to mention, however, it is not yet conclusive. The mechanism for the electroweak symmetry breaking is still unrevealed.
Based on Refs. 1 and 2, we study the couplings of the scalar bound state, so-called the technidilaton (TD), to the SM fermions and the weak bosons in walking technicolor (WTC). These are crucial for the TD searches.
Coupling to the SM fermions
Suppose that the extended technicolor (ETC) sector generates the fourfermion interaction and that the SM fermion mass m f is obtained from the technifermion (TF) condensate, ψ ψ . See also Fig. 1 . By introducing the scalar decay constant F S for the scalar current, 0|(ψψ(0)) R |σ(q) ≡ F S M σ , where M σ is the mass of the scalar bound state σ and the subscript R represents the renormalized quantity, we can then obtain the yukawa coupling, We perform the calculations of F S and ψ ψ R by using the improved ladder SD equation. 5 We then obtain
where the SM yukawa coupling is g 
where m is the dynamically generated TF mass. We show the numerical values of g σf f /g SM hf f in Table 1 . We here used the WTC relation N f ≃ 4N TC and Λ ETC represents the ETC scale. The values ofω are obtained through those of λ * ,ω ≡ √ 4λ * − 1. Table 1 . The handy Higgs mass formula, 6 M σ ≃ √ 2m, then yields M σ ≃ 560 GeV, 540 GeV, 520 GeV, respectively. For the typical Higgs mass, M σ = 500 GeV, we obtain g σf f /g fourth generation models. 7 It has been severely constrained by the recent LHC data.
3 On the other hand, it is not the case for the model having only one weak doublet and no extra techniquark. We also note that signatures of some classes of the top condensate models 8 are similar to the SM.
Coupling to the weak bosons
We may regard the scalar bound state σ as a dilaton. When the dilaton σ directly couples to W , like in the SM, one can easily derive the σ-W -W coupling as
where F σ represents the dilaton decay constant being 0|θ
Notice that F S in the previous section is different from F σ . Next, we consider the situation that the TD couples to the weak bosons only through the TF loop.
Since the axial current J µ A of the TF's yields the decay constant F π , 0|J µ A (0)|π(q) = −iq µ F π , and the weak boson mass is provided by F π , the coupling between σ and J µ A should be crucial. See also Fig. 2 . The axial current correlator in the momentum space is
which plays an important role in our approach.
The σ coupling to J µ A at the zero momentum transfer is just like the mass insertion: Note that the identity holds
where y T represents the yukawa coupling between the TD and the TF. We can then obtain the coupling of σ to J µ A at zero momentum simply by
Because F π is expected to be proportional to m, i.e., F π = κ m, with κ ≡ κ F √ N TC /(2π) and κ F ≃ 1.4-1.5 in Eq. (3), Eqs. (5) and (7) 
we finally obtain the coupling of the TD to the weak bosons at zero momentum,
When the yukawa coupling is like the SM, y T = m/F σ , Eq. (8) formally agrees with Eq. (4). For the model in Ref. 10 , where the four-fermion interactions were incorporated, y T was estimated as y T = (3 − γ m )m/F σ with γ m ≃ 1. If so, g σW W is changed by the additional factor (3 − γ m ). In any case, we conclude that the (effectively induced) operator σ Fσ W µ W µ yields the coupling between the TD and the weak bosons, similarly to the SM.
Summary
We studied the couplings of σ to f and W . For details, see Refs. 1 and 2.
